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1.- Introduction
One of the biggest problems concerning social history of the Middle Ages is the
difficulty of getting information about popular households, either urban or rural. In this
sense, the historian should be able to identify the income sources of popular families –
obviously agrarian work and domestic cattle but also artisan activities, salaried work
and participation in commercial nets – and which were their main expenses – since
purchase of food, cloth or firewood to payment of rents and satisfaction of dowries and
inheritances -. On the other hand it would be also necessary to know if such expenses
were balanced by the incomes, or if these families were forced to reduce their standards
of living, to become indebted or to sell parts of their property. It is clear that such points
are not easy to study as we don’t dispose of budgets or account books of medieval
popular classes. The only way to approach to this subject is following individual people
or families along some years when available sources are riches and continued enough.

The aim of this paper is precisely to show the first results of a research of this sort on
some medieval Catalan families along first decades of 14th century. Such research is
based on the rich notary and court records and feudal surveys from the coastal areas of
bishopric of Girona1. This was a region where a dynamic and well developed economy
– with active towns such us Castelló d’Empúries, Peralada, Torroella de Montgrí, Sant
Feliu de Guíxols or Caldes de Malavella - allowed a wide range of opportunities to eke
out one or other income, and were land and credit market were also active. Thus, based
on this individualized research it will be possible to deduce some general theories about
how medieval Catalan families managed their households and achieved to survive in
spite of any adversities they had to face.

2.- Sources of income
If we should describe with only a word the economic activities that allowed popular
families to get some income, this word would be diversity. Besides agrarian work – the
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classical activity at almost all medieval European societies – a wide range of other
opportunities were opened.

Thus, and in spite of serious difficulties for finding it out from documentary sources,
many people used natural resources. The presence of forests, rivers and marshes offered
opportunities for grazing animals, collecting wood and hunting or fishing. The access to
such zones, however, was neither universal nor free. First of all, was necessary to get –
and often to pay - the permission of feudal lords. Already in 1195 the lord of Torroella
de Montgrí allowed – with some exceptions - people from the neighbouring village of
Ullà to use the mountains and waste lands of the Montgrí massif, and at the beginning
of the 14th Century in the Gavarres mountains, many people had to pay the right called
pasturatge – sometimes in cheese -

in change of free access to woods and waste

lands2. Moreover, the chance to use natural resources was also limited because along
14th century woods and waste land were becoming increasingly privatized in favour of
those who, paying, had reached to obtain parts of them from feudal lords. In Sant Feliu
de Guíxols in 1350 hunting was forbidden “unless it takes place inside the possession of
one self” and three years later “were menaced those taking wood, cork and timber”
inside the lands of a concrete farm3.

Usually the use of natural resources was destined to domestic consumption but there are
also several examples of the increasing role of the market in such activities. Mountain
areas such as Begur, Alberes and – above all - Montgrí massifs were destined each
winter to the grazing of thousands of sheep – that in summer moved towards Pyrenees –
which provided the necessary wool for local artisans4. On the other side, the Selva
massif was intensively worked in order to produce firewood and charcoal – and ever
cork - for the biggest cities of the crown such as Girona, Barcelona or Perpinyà. In
1342, for instance, a man from the vall d’Aro agreed to produce a measure of charcoal
in three months and to deliver it at the beach of Sant Feliu de Guíxols in change of 24
sous he had already received; and in 1345 an inhabitant from the little village of Caulers
2
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was contracted by an active businessman from Santa Coloma de Farners to provide him
of sixteen measures of different sorts of dry firewood5. Fishing – and also coral
extraction – obviously was among this commercial use of natural resources although
conflicts between coastal towns were usual: in 1344, for example, fishermen from
Palamós claimed against the crew of a fishing boat from Torroella de Montgrí who had
attacked them and stole their fish6.

As anyone could suppose, the most usual source of income in Catalan popular
households was agrarian work. Any family could work one or some pieces of land, even
the inhabitants of towns. Thus, if we take the first twenty inventories recorded in a
notary book of Sant Feliu de Guíxols of 1348 – the year of the Great Plague – we find
that eight of them had some piece of land – normally vineyards or gardens – and ten had
agrarian tools7. Those lacking land could get it through different agrarian agreements
such as leasing for a short time or – more common – subletting of land for a long or
indefinite time. In 1310, for example, a man from the village of Rupià received for two
years a garden in change of the payment of 20 sous; and among the 369 pieces of land
recorded in the survey of the village of Fontanilles in 1334, twenty of them – more than
6% - had been sublet by their original owners8. Agrarian work was assumed by all
members of the family, men and women, adults and children. No doubt concerning
feminine work: in a survey of the village of Gaüses a man accepted to pay “as much
straw as a woman was able to carry”, and in 1345 was seized the millet sawn by some
women from Torroella de Montgrí9. Children also played their role at those activities as
show many apprenticeship contracts were the apprentice – always a young boy or even
a child – was allowed to leave his master during some days in order to help their parents
in grain or grape harvests. So did in 1298, for instance, a weaver from Peralada who
agreed to give each year three weeks of permission to his apprentice because his family
needed him for the agrarian works10. It is, finally, also clear that craftsmen
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complemented their artisan activity with the work of some piece of land. Thus, among
the inhabitants of Torroella de Montgrí holding land in the neighbouring village of
Gualta in 1338 we discover butchers, stone-cutters, shoemakers, fishermen, tailors and
shopkeepers.

Cattle raising was also an activity universally practised. Obviously in isolated farms or
little villages the presence of animals: in 1332 a man from the village of Vilatenim
specially bad provided of lands – only had half field and two half lands – had five hens;
in a farm of Sant Feliu de Buada two orphan brothers inventoried in 1343 a cow, an ox,
a calf, two piglets, four hens and a chicken; and in a house of the neighbouring village
of Sant Julià de Buada there were one ox, a cow, two hens and a chicken11. In the towns
most families also raised little cattle as indirectly show dozens of surveys in which
people recognize to pay eggs, hens, ducks or capons. In a survey of Torroella de
Montgrí in 1322, for instance, is recorded the payment of sixty-four hens and in
Figueres the abbot of the monastery of Vilabertran received in 1343 twenty eggs,
seventeen hens and a duck12. All this cattle not always belonged to the families that
raised it because it was usual holding the animals in comanda, that’s to say they took
care of animals belonging to other people with whom shared the benefits of them –
basically the offspring and wool -. Thus, in 1312 a man from Peralada received from a
local Jewish two oxes and a mule; and in 1328 a man from the village of Ullà delivered
to a neighbour a cow and a calf valued in 60 sous13. Such agreements were also profited
by citizens and butchers from the city of Girona to have their animals raised by people
from different villages near the mountains of the Gavarres14. The guard and care of
these animals was assumed by all members of the family. In 1367, for instance, two
girls from the village of Albons, aged twelve and eleven years, claimed against a local
priest who insulted them when they were “in the fields with the little cattle” and “for
fields and waste land tying grass for the beasts”; and in 1377 the bailiff of Ullastret
11
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declared that was usual that children took care of the animals in grazing lands of
Llabià15.

Different forms of artisan work are also easily identified. There were rural artisans such
smiths at almost every village but in more important towns their presence was much
more diversified and important. Thus, along the decade of 1330s at Castelló d’Empúries
is recorded the activity of drapers, sword-makers, cuirass-makers, skinners, smiths,
carpenters, coopers, parchment-makers, potters and tailors16. Many of these artisans had
shops at the squares or main streets, and sometimes is even possible to know their forms
and measures. Thus, in 1332 an officer of the viscount of Rocabertí let to a tailor from
Peralada a court at the square of the same town giving him permission to build up a
bench with ten palms of length and five of width for working in it17. Besides such
artisans existed also a wide range of craftsmen among whom those related with
alimentation and building were the most prominent. Thus, in 1335 two stonecutters
from Figueres agreed with a man from the same town that in three weeks they would
have cut twenty-eight spans of stone and eight stone tables and carried them from the
quarry wherever he wanted; and in 1368 local authorities of Monells tried to regulate
tavern-keepers, bakers and butchers18.

Craftsmen often contracted boys as apprentices who lived with their masters and by
whom were dressed and fed. Such apprenticeship agreements are very interesting since
often include descriptions enough detailed of food and dresses delivered to the
apprentices. In 1316 the apprentice of a tailor from Sant Feliu de Guíxols received each
year nine mitgeres of wheat, one somada of whine, half glass of oil and a piece of
bacon; and in 1333 a cuirass-maker from Castelló d’Empúries granted to a boy from the
village of Estanyol serving under him for two years, a shirt, trousers and socks and also
a wage of 20 sous19. Though not clearly proved, it is also possible that people –
basically women – worked domestically for some of these artisans, spinning wool and
flax. In 1351 the authorities of Torroella de Montgrí prevented “spinners of wool and
15
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flax and other women used to hire themselves for any work” from demanding excessive
wages; and some inventories show spinning tools and little amounts of wool and flax in
several houses of Sant Feliu de Guíxols or Torroella de Montgrí20.

Among all these activities, existed a wide range of opportunities offered by salaried
work in spite that it is the worst documented of all income sources. First of all there was
a more or less permanent salaried work of maids and domestic or agrarian servants, who
lived with their masters and who were paid in cash but also in nature. In 1332 a boy
from Casavells was contracted for a year to serve in the house of a neighbour in change
of 50 sous, a tunic, a shirt and shoes but stating that “as it is usual to give to the
servants”; and in 1344 a man from de Terrades claimed against a man from Peralada for
the wage owed to his wife for the time she had spent with him “as a servant”21. Besides
these domestic servants, there were other salaried agrarian workers who were contracted
either for the biggest agrarian works such as grain or grape harvests or specific and
limited tasks. Thus, in 1332 the executors of the will of a man from Peralada agreed to
pay the wages to the men who had worked during a day in the garden of the deceased22.
The best witness of such salaried work, however, are the ordinances issued by the
bishop of Girona in 1350 aiming to limit the increase of wages – in cash or in grain after the mortality caused by the Black Death of 1348. The prelate talks us about those
men who cut the wheat, those women who cut the wheat and tie sheafs, and those who
trashed the grain and collected grapes 23. The document is highly interesting since also
contains references to some uses played by agrarian workers such as to simulate illness
or moving from one place to another in order to find the highest wages.

3.- The expenses of a household
In front of all possible sources of income, medieval Catalan families had to face some
unavoidable expenses. Our sources allow us to identify them. First of all, there were
those related to the physical survival of the family. That’s to say, food, clothes,
firewood and, only in a limited extent, furniture. Also included all expenses necessaries
for economic activities above presented: agrarian or artisan tools –recipients as barrels
20
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or grain boxes too – and any sort of livestock. The ordinances issued by the count of
Empúries in order to control Jewish trade in 1334 allow us to see which were the goods
usually consumed by people. Thus, we find wheat, flour, vegetables, rice, fruits, wine,
oil, sheep and goat meat, cheese, milk, home and waste poultry, firewood, charcoal,
thread of flax and hemp, clothes of wax, wool, clothes of wool, leather, shoes, glass,
weapons, fish and any sort of cattle24. A second reason of familial expenditure involved
all payments related to social and political frame: feudal rights, fiscal demands of the
crown and also rents and obligations derived from all sort of agreements. The
abundance of surveys recorded by order of lords is the best witness of the first of such
obligations although there are also cases of resistance and fraud before feudal payments.
In 1346, for example, royal officers of Torroella de Montgrí claimed against those who
didn’t pay the tithe on sheep grazing in the Montgrí massif25. On the other side, recent
studies about the beginnings of the fiscal system in the crown of Aragon show how
inhabitants of many towns of the bishopric – Besalú, Torroella de Montgrí or Figueres –
were increasingly taxed with regularity and it is also witnessed how this fiscal pressure
arose opposition among population26. And, last but not least, a third expense that many
families had to face was the satisfaction of familial obligations, that’s to say
inheritances, dowries or maintenance pensions to relatives, as they were accurately
described in last wills, marriage settlements or other agreements. Some of them could
be really complicated: in 1333, for example, a man from Torroella de Montgrí – named
Jaume Torró - gave to the second wife of his late father two chambers of his house and
the woman acknowledged to have received her dowry but not from the hands of the man
but from the brother of the wife of Jaume Torró in account of her dowry; and when in
1344 a tailor from Parlavà issued his last wills he left near 165 sous to several pious
legacies, 190 sous in order to share every year three measures of wheat to the poor and
to celebrate a mass, and his remaining goods were devoted to his wife and to improve
the inheritances of his five children - three boys a two girls – who seemed to be already
married27.

4.- To live in an indebted world
24
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After having gleaned the sources from which medieval families could get their income
and their possible expenses, now we would have to put them on both plates of the
balance and to consider if the first were enough to sustain the late. It is a really difficult,
almost impossible, task as we don’t have neither any accounts of such popular families
nor it is possible to glean them with enough precision among notary records. However,
at first glance it would seem that most people had serious problems to assume all their
expenses, in fact many of them would be unable to satisfy their obligations or at least to
satisfy them in agreed terms and conditions.

Why and how can be get to such conclusions? First of all we must take into account the
big modesty of most families. If we approach a bit deeper into the inventories we find
people with little and poor movable goods: only some clothes and bed-clothes, some
cooking tools, barrels and boxes, and a pair of pieces of humble furniture as tables or
chairs. On this sense it is interesting to see that movable goods given in dowries to
women were always one or two dresses, one o two sets of bed-clothes and a single box,
no more28. And, above all, in these inventories we almost never find cash reserves. This
is why before most payments – even expected ones - indebtedness was the only path
followed by many families. Indebtedness, certainly understood in a whole sense, that’s
to say including not only the direct borrowing of money but also the delay in any sort of
payments. Obviously, the degree of scarcity could vary among the different families and
along its existence. Many factors must be taken into account: social factors as bad
harvests or periods of heavy taxation, as well as individual ones as the lost of adults
members of the family or an excessive presence of children or old people29. Thus, some
expenses must have been paid in cash - and therefore they escape almost completely to
our written sources -, but many others had to be assumed through one or another form
of indebtedness. And this is precisely the second reason upon which is based the
conclusion of the global difficulties of popular families to face their expenses: data and
notices about indebtedness are overwhelmingly present and often dominant among any
sort of documentary source, obviously in notary and court books but also in other
sources as bishop inquiries or chancery records.

28
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Whenever is possible to contrast any list of people – for instance, those subjected to a
lord or the members of a village community – with contemporary sources about credit
the results are beyond any doubt: most families became more or less indebted along
one or another period of their existence. There are several witnesses of such situation as
Table I shows.

Table I
Bishopric of Girona, ca.1300-ca.1350
Widespread of indebtedness
People taken as a reference

People indebted

Out of 44 people from the village of

23 of them had became indebted between

Parlavà subjected to a local knight,

1310 and 1312 according to a notary record

according to a survey dating from

from the village of Rupià

1311
Out of 62 people from the town of

39 of them had became indebted between

Torroella de Montgri subjected to

1309 and 1326, according to notary records of

the king, according to a survey

the same town

dating from 1322
Out of 19 people from the town of

9 of them had became indebted between 1332

Castelló d’Empúries subjected to a

and 1334, according to notary records of the

local knight, according to a survey

same town

dating from 1333
Out of 38 people of the village of

28 of them had became indebted between

Lloret subjected to a local knight,

1333 and 1338 according notary and court

according to a list of tenants dating

records of the town of Caldes de Malavella

from 1336
Out of 100 people from the village

66 of them had became indebted between

of Ullà subjected to the bishop of

1328 and 1347 according to notary records of

Girona, according to a survey from

Ullà and of the neighbouring town of

1337-9

Torroella de Montgrí,

Proportions showed by Table I are clear: in towns or villages of the bishopric of Girona
hardly ever less than 50% of families were indebted. Moreover, we must take into
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account that not always all notary and court records have survived, and also that people
could borrow money or buy on credit at localities different from those whose medieval
documentation has more or less survived. It simply means that proportions of
indebtedness above expressed could be still higher.

It is well known that such indebtedness could take different forms. Thus, many
contracts allowed the borrowing of money – or even foodstuff – from any sort of
creditors, certainly professional ones such as Jewish moneylenders or rich craftsmen but
also from modest people with punctual reserves of cash or grain. Loans, “comandae”,
sale of rents – the called “censals” - or the sale future harvests were the most common.
On the other side, credit sales of any products – but basically foodstuff, clothes and
cattle – are also omnipresent in our sources. Table 2 shows it in different localities of
the bishopric.

Table 2
Notary books of Torroella de Montgrí, Ullà, Caldes de Malavella, Castelló
d’Empúries and Rupià
Credit contract Torroella de
Montgrí,

Ullà,

Castelló

Caldes de

Rupià,

1328-1332

d’Empúries,

Malavella,

1344

1332-1334

1333-4

1325-6
Loans before

46

116

152

66

18

175

44

202

26

38

66

88

333

25

21

3

30

147

46

1

64

2

2

Christian
creditors
Loans before
Jewish creditors
Credit sales of
grain and
clothes
“Comandae” of
money
“Censals”

240

Sale of future
harvests
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Moreover, delay in any sort of payment was not limited to credit sales. The satisfaction
of dowries, inheritances or maintenance pensions to relatives could be directly related
with indebtedness or be deferred long periods of time. In 1326 a woman from Torroella
de Montgrí paid the dowry of her daughter by creating a rent of eleven measures of
barley in favour of her daughter mother-in-law; and in 1341 a widow from Torroella de
Montgrí received from her grandson her annual pension in food, clothes and money but
also 23 sous owed to her since one year ago30. Sometimes even the feudal were not paid
as promptly as man could expect: in 1330 a man from Casavells assumed before a
canon the six measures of wheat owed as rent to the priest by his daughter and her
husband “since time ago”; and in 1341 the bailiff of a religious house from Barcelona
claimed against a man from the village of Fontanilles because of his unpaid feudal
rents31.

Court claims in fact are interesting because allow us to know that many debts were
cancelled on delay or even never satisfied at all. Thus, out of near two-hundred debts
recorded before the court of Caldes de Malavella between Novembre 1334 and June of
the next year, fifty-eight were cancelled on time, forty-two only after one, two or even
three prorogues had been granted, and about the remaining – near the half – the source
remains silent. These results are similar in other places: out of one hundred and seventyfive debts owed to Jewish moneylenders recorded in court book of Torroella de Montgrí
along 1341, only thirty-one were cancelled on time; the other debts were satisfied with
one or another degree of delay – this was the case of sixty-eight - or remained
apparently unpaid – the remaining seventy-six32-. Sometimes it is possible to measure
the degree of delay. Between the end of 1333 and August 1334 a servant of the count of
Empúries recorded delayed payments of two-hundred and six debts owed to Jewish
moneylenders from Castelló d’Empúries: in eighty-eight instances delay oscillated
between one and two years, in sixty-two cases between two and three years, and in sixty
occasions – this means the 29%! - exceeded three years33.

30
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32
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It doesn’t seem difficult to understand the reasons of such delays: the same modesty that
pushed many families towards indebtedness avoided them to have their debts cancelled
on time. However, it is also necessary to study which consequences had such nonpayment for popular families if we want to understand how were managed medieval
households and how they reach to survive.

7.- To live indebted. Strategies of survival
The first thing we must bear in mind is that these popular and indebted families were
with no doubt modest and humble but not poor or miserable. This means that, in spite of
their difficulties, they had a degree of manoeuvring that allowed them to avoid the worst
consequences of indebtedness such as impoverishment or dispossession. Thus, often
they reach some agreement with their creditors: new terms of payment were granted and
it was also frequent that old debts were unified in a new one. In 1333, for example, a
Jewish moneylender agreed with a man from Peratallada in unifying two debts of 74
and 50 sous dating back since 1328 and 1331 for which a new term a new rate of
interest was granted34. Such agreements were not strange: in a notary book of Torroella
de Montgrí were recorded before Jewish moneylenders between March 1327 and
September 1327 seventy loans but also eight of these agreements35. In other instances,
agreement with creditors meant work services made by dilatory debtors, probably in
change of unreturned money or foodstuffs, and hardly ever put in written form. In 1342
a man from Rupià claimed against his creditor because of his demands of different
services saying that “it would have been better to borrow money from a Jew”; in 1346 a
priest from Albons was denounced because he demanded to a debtor of him to work his
fields in change of nothing; and in 1354 a businessman from Sant Feliu de Guíxols sold
a cow to a man from Tossa who agreed to pay him by delivering one hundred measures
of firewood to the coast36. On that sense, it was usual that debtors and creditors were
involved in several credit operations along the years. In 1334, for instance, a man from
Lloret received fifteen measures or barley from a cloth-maker from Girona and four
years later he bought clothes on credit from the same businessman; and also in 1334 a
man from Castelló d’Empúries received a loan in grain from a weaver of the same town

34

AHG, Notarial, Peratallada, vol.199 (20-V-1333)
AHG, Notarial, Torroella de Montgrí, vol.563 (1327)
36
SOLDEVILA (2008), pp. 79 and 102; and AHG, Notarial, Sant Feliu de Guíxols, vol.2 (2-IV-1354)
35
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and, three weeks later, he sold him the future harvests of his possessions37. Moreover
claims before courts and agreements often combine different debts in cash or nature. In
1336 a man – and frequent creditor - from Lloret claimed against a neighbour for 10
sous and two measures of charcoal; and few weeks later a couple from the same village
engaged to deliver to another local moneylender 50 sous, fifty measures of charcoal and
a boatload of timber38.

Thus, business between creditors and debtors could be

complicated and varied, and this is why it seems easier to understand that oral
arrangements between them were much more frequent than recorded sources let us
think.

It was also very usual that unpaid debts were only cancelled – even partially – when
debtors themselves got any sort of payment. Thus, in 1325 a man from Torroella de
Montgrí received 300 sous for the dowry of her wife and immediately he delivered the
same money to his son for his inheritance; in 1334 when a man from Caldes de
Malavella received 100 sous of the dowry of his wife paid 104 sous to a Jewish
moneylender from Girona to whom he owed money; and in 1342 a man from Llagostera
accepted to pay in two years the amount owed to a draper from Girona by the father-inlaw of his daughter to whom he had to pay for her dowry39. Rights on unpaid debts were
also used by debtors to guarantee the money that themselves owed as when in 1325 a
Jewish moneylender from Torroella de Montgrí got from a debtor of the same town the
rights of the later upon 40 sous owed by a third man in order to cancel a debt of 35
sous40. Sometimes, receiving a dowry or an inheritance allowed to some families not
only to cancel their debts but also the purchase of land and even to lend money. This
was the case of a man from Torroella de Montgrí who in 1326 got near 490 sous of the
dowry of her woman and used them to pay all debts owed to a Jewish moneylender, to
buy a house and to grant a little grant to a neighbour41

Not always, however, it was possible maintain the indebtedness for a long time and
there was another way that selling lands or houses. In 1325 a vineyard of Torroella de
37

AHG, Notarial, Caldes de Malavella-Llagostera, vol.7 (7-II-1334) and vol.14 (4-III-1337) and Xavier
SOLDEVILA (2008). p.53
38
AHG, Notarial, Caldes de Malavella-Llagostera, vol.12 (17-VIII and 7-X-1336)
39
AHG, Notarial, Torroella de Montgrí, vol.561 (4-I-1325) and Caldes de Malavella-Llagostera, vol.24
(13-IX-1342)
40
AHG, Notarial, Torroella de Montgrí, vol.561 (7-XI-1325)
41
AHG, Notarial, Torroella de Montgrí, vol.561 (26-I-1326)
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Montgrí was sold by an administrator and with knowledge of the judge for satisfying
unpaid familial debts; few weeks later a couple from the same town sold a house but
stating that the buyer had to deliver the money of the price to a man to whom they owed
money42. Some examples seem to show that the lost of lands was really the last chance
followed by debtors, only when access to any other sort of credit was closed. In 1325 a
man from Torroella de Montgrí recognized to owe 260 sous to a man from the village of
Ullà and being “in a great hunger and cold” had to sell a field; few months later a local
widow with three children also sold a land because she was unable to assume the debts
of her deceased husband; and in 1333 another widow with two children suffering “great
need of hunger, thirst and cold” sold a field in the near village of Fontanilles43.

When the debtors failed in having their debts and obligations paid, obviously the
creditors could claim against them before courts of justice. Their proceedings are well
known. The judge gave a term – normally ten days – in order to give satisfaction to
claiming creditors. If obligations remained unpaid, the debtors had their goods first
seized and finally auctioned. It is clear that - in spite of some cases of negligence of
court officers44 – such proceedings were effective and only in a few cases the seized
goods ended finally auctioned because any sort of arrangement had been reached
between the parts. Thus, court records contain much more claims or seizures of goods
than sales: the court of Caldes de Malavella in the years 1334 and 1335 ordered almost
one hundred seizures but only five of them – concerning a bedspread, a box, two clothes
and four pigs - ended with an effective sale; exactly the same as the almost four hundred
seizures issued by the court of Torroella de Montgrí between 1344 and 1346 that only
thirty-five meant the lost of the good45. All these data seem to show that even when
people lost a piece of furniture, some agrarian stock or a piece of land, this didn’t mean
42

AHG, Notarial, Torroella de Montgrí, vol.561 (13-VIII i 19-IX-1325)
AHG, Notarial, Torroella de Montgrí, vol.561 (2-XII-1325); (3-III-1326) and ADG, Arxius
Incorporats, Manuals, Torroella de Montgrí, vol.1 (23-XI-1333). And more examples: a woman from
Torroella de Mobntgrí and her daughter “for great scarcity” sold two vineyards with trees; a woman “in a
great need” sold a garden in AHG, Ullà, vol.168 (11-X and 12-XI-1321); ADG, Arxius Incorporats,
Manuals, Torroella de Montgrí, vol.1 (24-VI-1333). It is interesting to see that a lord allowed to a the
tenant of one of his farms in the village or Ermedàs to sell the barrels “in the case of hunger”; in AHG,
Notarial, Palamós, vol.695 (29-III-1288)
44
In 1335 the bailiff and the judge of Bàscara were excommunicated because they neglected the claims of
a cloth-maker from Castelló d’Empúries; and, four years later, the bailiff of Verges suffered the same
punishment because didn’t sue the debtors of a Jewish moneylender; in ADG, Lletres episcopals, vol.U6
(8-XII-1335) and (11-V-1339)
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Xavier SOLDEVILA, “Llagostera sota els primers Montcada. Organització social i política a mitjan
segle XIV”, in Marta ALBÀ and Elvis MALLORQUÍ, Història de Llagostera. Les claus del passat.
Girona, 2010 p.213 and Xavier SOLDEVILA (2008). pp.179-180
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the ruin of the family. When it is possible to contrast data concerning indebtedness and
with those from feudal surveys it is clear that people repeatedly indebted not only didn’t
belong to miserable families but also didn’t ruin and were able to survive with their
household more or less intact. Thus, in the village of Fontanilles, where the survival of
three surveys gives us a good idea about the possessions of their inhabitants, we find
people like Arnau Egida who had a house and seventeen pieces of land in spite of the
fact that he had borrowed from Jewish moneylenders 95 sous in 1322, 450 sous in 1325
and 50 sous in 1326; Berenguer Ramonell whose possessions were a house and seven
pieces of land who borrowed 35 sous in 1321 and 40 sous in 1322, also from a Jewish
creditor; or Guillem Gombert who had one house, eleven lands and one garden and who
owed 30 sous in 1314 to a man from Torroella de Montgrí and 34 sous in 1321 to a
Jewish moneylender46.

It is also clear that in addition to all above exposed, families had other expedients to
face situations of economic distress although they are difficult to identify. Thus, existed
scope to reduce the expenditure of the family by consuming during a more or less long
period cheaper food: bread of barley instead bread of wheat, old sow instead of lamb or
beef and water instead of wine47. And, when possible, some families also reduced the
members to feed by sending sons and daughters to other houses as servants or
apprentices.

8.- Conclusions
After all considerations, reflexions and examples above presented, we must try to
understand how managed medieval Catalan households to survive. It al clear that for a
moment we are only able to give hypothetical and provisional conclusions. Further
research about either society as a whole or individual families will allow us to confirm
or to reject such conclusions.

Thus, we know that the opportunities given by natural and socio-economical frame were
profited. Different activities, from the use of natural resources to artisan and salaried
46

Xavier SOLDEVILA, “Els capbreus de Fontanilles (1323-1334). Hipòtesis sobre la pagesia catalana
medieval”, in Annals de l’Institut d’Estudis Gironins, vol.XXXV. Girona, 1995, p.137
AHG, Notarial, Ullà, vol.169 (17-IV-1322); Torroella de Montgrí, vol.561 (October 1325 and 2-III1326); Ullà, vol.168 (24-VIII-1321) and vol.169 (26-IX-1322); and Torroella de Montgrí, vol.557 (11-II1314) and Ullà, vol.168 (13-XII-1321)
47
Xavier SOLDEVILA, Alimentació i abastament al Baix Empordà medieval. Girona, 2004, pp.148-150
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work passing through the omnipresent agrarian work, were universally practised and, all
of them, benefited by the active and also universal market nets. If something shaped
these activities, however, was their flexibility. Some of them were permanent, other
temporal; some belonged to the adults members of the family, other to the children;
their weight in that what we could call “familial budged” was also relative and irregular,
depending on multiple factors that we can only glimpse with our documentary sources.

A second conclusion brings us to the expenses of these families. Some of them could be
expected and other unexpected, some of them were related with regular development of
the family and other were tied to unusual and even extraordinary circumstances. All of
them, however, had to be faced. Some of them could be satisfied in cash and without
delay but usually most families, in one or another moment of its existence, had no other
chance that to became indebted. Indebtedness could take a wide range of manifestations,
from the simple borrowing of money, to the delay in the payments of familial
obligations or feudal rights trough the purchase on credit of any good, notably foodstuff,
clothes and cattle. In other words, in almost all cases management of Catalan popular
households in Middle Ages was the same thing as indebtedness.

The main reason of such identity was the humble standards of living of these families
which we are able to glimpse but not to measure. This modesty explains also the high
degree of dilatoriness and insolvency that we find everywhere, notably in court
documentation. However, it is also essential to bear in mind that these often indebted
and frequently insolvent families were humble but in any case poor or miserable!
Before insolvency they had yet some expedients to take. They were able to arrange new
agreements with claiming creditors – through new debts or unpaid work and services -,
to sell some of their lands in case of several distress, and to reduce their already humble
expenses by changing – and impoverishing – their basic diet.

All these conclusions, even hypothetical, are not “optimistic” ones. The aim of this
paper is no to doubt or to diminish the hardness of living conditions of medieval Catalan
households, but to put them in the right frame. A frame shaped certainly by daily and
fragile balances between income and expenses but also by some degree of flexibility
and adaptability. A frame that allowed its survival in spite of all its distresses and, above
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all, that avoided the process of impoverishment and proletarization identified in other
regions of medieval Europe or in other historical periods.

Xavier Soldevila
University of Girona

Map 1. Catalonia, 2012
(The aim of this map obviously is not to show the bishopric of Girona in the 14th
century but only offer a geographical reference about the main places cited above)
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